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Evidence based dentistry; a reality? 
Ethics and science theory in the health professions 
 
Sept 11.1998. Asbjørn Jokstad 
 
13.00 --- 13.45 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Why can study designs be graded as optimal or less than 

optimal? 
 
2. Ethical reasons for carrying out proper study designs . 
 
3. What types of errors are can be identified in papers? 
 
4. Which central tasks are most common in the general 

practice? 
 
5. Which design can common for answering specific 

questions? 
 
6. Which types of study designs are most appropriate for 

showing effects of therapy? 
 
7. What is the state of the science in dentistry? 
 
 
 
 



1. Why is it possible to grade study designs? 
 
 
You can never prove something with research – however you 
can make conclusions with more or less certainty (ie 
probability) and confidence. 
 
All study designs  have positive and negative aspects. 
However, in order to characterize a study as scientific bias 
must be minimized. 
 
To what extent a study is biased is not measurable. However, 
some study designs are more associated with the risk of 
introducing bias than others. 
 
We cannot conclude that results obtained in less-than-optimal 
studies are wrong. We can, however, say that the evidence is 
not strong because of a poor study design. 
 
Thus – it is not unscientific to carry out and even publish a 
single case study. Furthermore, the conclusions from such a 
study are valid until evidence from a study with better study 
design appear. What is wrong however- is to believe that what 
is being observed and reported is proof of something. 
  



2. Ethical reasons for carrying out proper study designs . 
 
 
The ethical implications of poorly designed trials  are: 
 
 the misuse of patients by exposing them to unjustified risk 

and inconvenience 
 
 the misuse of resources, including the researchers´ time, 

which could be better employed on more valuable activities 
 
 if the results go unchallenged the researchers may use the 

same inferior study design  in future research, and others 
may copy them 

 
 misleading results due to poor design may result in:  
 

 the carrying out of unnecessary further work  
 
 it may prove impossible to get ethics committee's 

approval to carry out further research because a 
published study has found the experimental 
intervention beneficial, even though the study was 
flawed 

 
 leading other scientists to follow false lines of 

investigation 
 
 future patients may receive an inferior treatment, 

either as a direct consequence of the results of the 
study or possibly by the delay in the introduction of a 
truly effective treatment 

 
 
3. What types of errors are can be identified in papers? 
 
Errors in design  
Errors in execution 
Errors in analysis  
Errors in presentation  
Errors in interpretation  
Errors in omission 



4. The central tasks of clinical work - or  - where do clinical 
questions arise from? 
 
 
1. Clinical findings: 
How can we properly gather and interpret findings from the  history 
and physical examination ? 
 
2. Etiology: 
How can we identify causes for disease (including its iatrogenic 
forms) ? 
 
3. Differential diagnosis: 
When considering the possible causes of a patient’s clinical 
problem, how can we rank them by likelihood, seriousness and 
treatability ? 
 
4. Diagnostic tests: 
How  can we select and interpret diagnostic tests, in order to 
confirm or exclude a diagnosis, based on considering their 
precision, accuracy, acceptability, expense, safety etc? 

 
5. Prognosis:  
How can we estimate the patient’s likely clinical course over time 
and anticipate likely complications of the disease? 
 

6. Therapy:  
How can we select treatments to offer patients that do nore good 
than harm and that are worth the efforts and costs of using them? 

 
7. Prevention:  
How can we reduce the chance of disease by identifying and 
modifying risk factors and how do we diagnoses disease early by 
screening? 
 
8. Self-improvement:  
How do we keep up to date, improve our clinical skills and  
run a better, more efficient clinical practice? 
 



 5. Appropriate Study Designs for answering 
specific questions 
 
 
    Quali- Surveys  Case-  Cohort    Systematic 
 tative   control     RCT      Review 

Diagnosis 
Treatment 
Screening 
Managerial innovation 
Intervention efficiency 
Health service efficiency 
Safety 
Acceptability 
Cost-effectiveness 
Quality of care 
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6. Type and strength of evidence of effects of interventions  
 
 
I. strong evidence from at least one published systematic review of 

multiple well designed randomised controlled trials 

 

 

II. strong evidence from at least one published properly designed 

randomised controlled trial of appropriate size and in an 

appropriate clinical setting 

 

III. evidence from published well-designed trials without 

randomisation, single group pre-post, cohort, time series or 

matched case controlled studies 

 

IV. evidence from well-designed experimental studies from more 

than one centre or research group 

 

V. opinions of respected authorities based on clinical evidence, descriptive 

studies or reports of expert consensus committees 

 

 



7. Therapeutic alternatives - the state of science in dentistry 

 

Pharmacology  +++ 

 

Periodontics  ++ 

 

TMD    + 

Caries prevention + 

Orthodontics  + 

Prosthodontics  + 

 

Endodontics  0 

Surgery   0 
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